APRIL 7 & 8, 2018 VOL SEMINAR SCHEDULE WITH ROOM NUMBERS - DETAILED
SATURDAY, APRIL 7
11 a.m. Sat.
A. The Mystery, Magic & Meaning of Your Dreams - Patti Rippe. www.pattirippe.com (Room 101)
Learn how easy it can be to understand your dreams, and how as we pay attention to them, their guidance becomes more
responsive and easier to interpret. Think of your dreams as a friend who has known you for all of eternity, a friend who is
wise beyond compare and who knows you better than you know yourself. Welcome to the magic of your dreams!
Patti is a natural born clairvoyant medium who has been a spiritual student all of her life. Her interest in metaphysics led
her to intuitive development studies with internationally known psychic John Friedlander, author of Psychic Psychology.
She began an intense study of dream interpretation more than two decades ago with friend and renowned dream expert,
Wilda B. Tanner, bestselling author of The Mystical, Magical, Marvelous World of Dreams. Patti facilitates small dream
seminars and conducts readings in Cincinnati. Patti holds a degree from the University of Cincinnati in Liberal Arts.
B. Tibetan Buddhist Healing Ceremony - Tibetan Monks, GSL Monastery. (Suggested donation $10.)
www.gslmonastery.org (Room 110)
Gaden Samdrupling Buddhist Monastery, founded in 1999, is a community center for Buddhist study, practice, and
culture. It is a tiny corner of Tibet transplanted to the West Side of Cincinnati. Historically, a Tibetan town monastery
served as a hub of spiritual and communal activity. Community members drew religious and spiritual inspiration from the
monastery and provided material support for the monks, who focused their efforts on helping all sentient beings.
GSL Monastery continues this tradition by offering classes, meditation practice and special events for those in the
community who wish to learn about or study Tibetan Buddhism as a philosophy for life, a spiritual path or a religious
practice. Their teachers offer instruction handed down from Shakyamuni Buddha (“The Buddha”) and passed from
teacher to student in an unbroken lineage for over 2,500 years.
C. Ask the Soul Doctor: Life, Death & The Afterlife - Dr. Mark Pitstick. Learn sensible, largely evidence-based
answers to the most commonly asked questions about life, death and the afterlife. www.SoulProof.com (Room 102)
Dr. Pitstick is a frequent radio and TV guest and former radio show host. He knows exactly what your biggest problems
are about, their physical and mental symptoms and how to solve them with Safe, Affordable, Natural and Effective (SANE)
health care approaches. Dr. Pitstick authored Radiant Wellness: a Holistic Guide for Optimal Body, Mind and Spirit,
endorsed by Drs. Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Bernie Siegel, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross and others.
D. Work With Your Spirit Guides - Rose Vanden Eynden & Joanne Franchina. www.vandeneynden.biz,
www.yourinnercompass.com (Rooms 103 -104)
Good questions make good answers: learn how to formulate your questions and requests in order to receive the most
helpful information from your spiritual helpers.
Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden is a Spiritualist minister, clairvoyant medium, instructor, and author of metaphysical nonfiction
and fiction. She founded both the United Spiritualists of the Christ Light Church and her practice, Light Journey
Enterprises, in Cincinnati. Her nonfiction work focusing on mediumship and spirit communication, published by Llewellyn
Worldwide, has been translated into seven languages. She has studied, practiced, and taught metaphysics for over 25
years.
Joanne Franchina is a life coach, medium, instructor, writer and the founder of Inner Compass, an intuitive life coaching
practice. An ordained minister and certified medium with Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale, New York, Joanne has led
workshops and seminars on meditation, mediumship development, creative manifestation and other metaphysical
disciplines. She has written for regional and national publications, been interviewed on radio, and lectured at expos and
events throughout the country. Joanne helps people create fabulous lives for themselves by using their inner wisdom in
everyday situations.
E. Are You An “Empath?” - Cindy Riggs. www.CindyRiggs.com (Room 105)

Do you feel overwhelmed in crowds, or in general? Do you feel exhausted in shopping malls or airports? Do you crave
time in nature or alone? Do you feel drained after spending time with certain people? Or, does your child or loved one
seem withdrawn or overwhelmed?
Cindy will discuss the extrasensory perception commonly known as “empathy” (clairsentience): how it functions
(particularly as we develop more intuition), the pros and cons of the varying degrees of empathy, and how to manage it so
it cannot hinder our spiritual growth or our happiness. Cindy will share her own powerful techniques that you may begin
using immediately.
Cindy Riggs has been communicating with the spirit world for 20 years and is a trance channel of high-level
consciousness such as spirit guides, Archangels, Ascended Masters, gods/goddesses, extraterrestrials, collectives, and
The Oneness (All That Is). Cindy is the author of the channeled books "Vishnu Speaks: Messages Of Enlightenment From
The Ancient Deity" and “Buddha Speaks: Messages From An Ascended Master.” In her private practice, she performs
psychic/spiritual guidance, Defragmenting, group channelings, hypnosis and past-life regression, energy bodywork,
ghostbusting, and personal & psychic development teaching/coaching. She is certified in Remote Viewing, and is a Reiki
Master Teacher and Licensed Minister. CindyRiggs.com
F. Sacred Herbs to Heal Body & Spirit - Lynn Zukowski. www.BlueLakeBotanicals.com (Room 106)
Lynn Abbey Zukowski is an herbalist making small batch handcrafted herbal products using homegrown, wild crafted and
organic herbs. She believes that our physical and spiritual health depends on our respect for the earth.
Noon Sat.
A. Messages from Spirit! 2 Hours of Live Readings with Lisa Williams! $65 (includes admission to Victory of Light
Expo!) For Tickets Click Here: https://victoryoflight.thundertix.com/events/124135 (Rooms 103 -104)
B. The Angel Wash Meditation: Wash Away Negative Emotions & Experience Unconditional Love - Dr. Mark
Pitstick. Always a huge peak experience! www.SoulProof.com (Room 107-108)
Dr. Pitstick is a frequent radio and TV guest and former radio show host. He knows exactly what your biggest problems
are about, their physical and mental symptoms and how to solve them with Safe, Affordable, Natural and Effective (SANE)
health care approaches. Dr. Pitstick authored Radiant Wellness: a Holistic Guide for Optimal Body, Mind and Spirit,
endorsed by Drs. Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Bernie Siegel, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross and others.
C. How to Develop Your Psychic Abilities - Jimi Merk. www.shineyourlightwellness.com (Room 101)
D. The Moon in Astrology: How Moon Phases & Eclipses Affect You - Pam Gallagher, Midwest School of Astrology.
www.midwestschoolofastrology.com (Room 110)
E. Shamanism: An Introduction to Shamanic Journeying - Neil Schapera. www.4windsacademy.org (Room 109)
Jimi Merk is a powerful Shamanic healer, energy worker, psychic medical intuitive, hypnotist, and jewelry designer. He
opened Shine Your Light Wellness and has been offering psychic readings, healing work and hypnosis in downtown
Cincinnati for 10 years. Jimi travels continually hosting events, retreats, teaching, and doing healing work all over the US.
F. Creating Your Personal Spiritual Practice - Jackie Gardner, Intuitive Living with Jackie.
www.jackiemgardner@hotmail.com (Room 102)
G. Crystals That Unleash the Hero Within - Sandy Wilcox. www.oursacredconnections.com (Room 106)
Who am I? A simple enough question, one would think, but often a question never intentionally answered. We float along
in the river called “life”, thinking we know where we are going when in reality we are just “going with the flow” …
directionless without intention, mostly unfulfilled and wondering “what next”. Easy enough to be swept up into the current
of daily activity such that we take no time to think …. Until…. One day, we crash into the rocks and meet “life” face to face.
It always happens at the most inconvenient time, without warning, and usually we are left broken, barely able to move
while everything else in life spins out of control.
It’s in this “do or die” moment that we arrive at the crossroad… Either face Life to “Unleash the Hero Within” or lose
yourself in the swirl and mire of the world. The Hero’s quest is a lonely journey that only you can make… filled with
challenges and pitfalls. However, help is on the way….. Sandy has developed a roadmap to guide you using the energy

of 12 crystals archetypes. These crystals will magnify, focus, and enlighten the Hero’s path enabling you to navigate the
pitfalls and release the “chains” of regret, remorse and resentment. You can then be aligned to realize your potential, say
“yes” to yourself and become more fully alive. Please join Sandy as she describes the steps and stones to “Unleash Your
Hero Within”! A journey worth taking!
H. Essential Oils: Nature's Pharmaceuticals - Ryan Dietz, Natural Options Aromatherapy. www.naturaloptions.us
(Room 105)
Naturally formed, plant based essential oils really are Nature’s Pharmaceuticals. Depending on the plant they can provide
pain relief, are anti-bacterial, anti-viral, and anti-fungal, relieve stress, aid sleep, improve arthritis, heal wounds, stop
scarring, increase energy, remove cramps, help relieve psoriasis and eczema, help PMS and menopause including hot
flashes, and even improve grades. How do they work and how do you use them? Come and find out at this fun, hands on
seminar. Plus after the seminar you can bring your hand out to our booth and receive an essential oil of your choice at
50% off!!!
1 p.m. Sat.
A. Facilitated After-Death Contact Session - Dr. Mark Pitstick. Experience an increased awareness of your loved ones,
people and pets, who have transitioned from Earth in this guided hypnosis session. (2 Hours, $20) Includes CD!
www.SoulProof.com (Room 107-108)
Dr. Pitstick is a frequent radio and TV guest and former radio show host. He knows exactly what your biggest problems
are about, their physical and mental symptoms and how to solve them with Safe, Affordable, Natural and Effective (SANE)
health care approaches. Dr. Pitstick authored Radiant Wellness: a Holistic Guide for Optimal Body, Mind and Spirit,
endorsed by Drs. Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Bernie Siegel, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross and others.
B. Improve the Energy In Your Home! - Lyra. www.subtleenergyskills.com (Room 101)
Lyra excels at bringing forth information and has been doing so since the age of 14. She sees herself as a receiver,
tuning into different channels in order to get information using her clairaudient, clairvoyant and clairsentient abilities. Lyra
became licensed in massage therapy in 1987. Her bodywork practice now centers on teaching others how to manage
their personal energies, chakra balancing, generating protective shields and creating high energetic environments. She
handcrafts a full line of energetic gemstones jewelry (pendants, bracelets, necklaces, earrings, anklets) to help balance
individuals' personal energies.
C. Animals & Reincarnation: What Animals Teach Us About Life After Life - Dr. Linda Bender. www.lindabender.org
(Room 102)
Combining her scientific background with the wisdom of a mystic, Dr Bender’s connection to animals is extraordinary.
She has over the years, collected the largest database of “unexplained powers of animals” stories in the world. Over 75
percent of these stories involve after death communication and reincarnation. “Animals teach us that when we leave this
time space experience, although we shed our bodies, life continues.
Dr Bender will share her stories and teach you why, how and when our beloved companion animals return to us again and
again. In this workshop, we will communicate with our animal friends to learn what we are all “dying” to know!
D. Psychic Protection: What Is It & Why Do I Need It? – Beth Roszman. www.TheIntuitiveSolution.com (Room 105)
Have you walked into a Wal-Mart or other large venue with lots of people and suddenly felt irritable, anxious, "h-angry" or
depressed? Sometimes certain environments, people or circumstances will literally drain the precious reserves of our
energy field.
We all possess the gift to keep our energy fields vibrant, protected and intact. Beth will share a few easy yet powerful
techniques and visualizations to keep your body, mind, emotions and living space feeling good and clear of negative,
draining influences. She will also lead the group in several quick and easy guided meditations to enhance personal power
and wellness.
Beth is an energy healer, teacher and intuitive consultant. She is able to access and read the life patterns and energy
functions and emotional states of people, situations, groups, nature, homes and events. She believes we live in amazing
times where this sixth sense and a more intuitive awareness is developing in our bodies and our minds. A classic example
- you think of someone and out of the blue and they call. A deeply connective spiritual world moves through us and in us.

E. The Lord Speaks: Your Questions Answered - Wendy of the Way. Come to a live question and answer session with
the Lord. www.thelordspeaks.weebly.com, www.hearthelordspeak.blogspot.com (Room 106)
Wendy started receiving these messages from the Lord in October of 2011.
"Our Lord is Good, He is Gracious, so very Loving and Kind, and while I still struggle in my achieving a 'perfect heart' in
this life, I am trying to Be as He wishes for me to Be, and to live this life in the full expression of He in His Son as I learn
more of how to Love All in His Supreme Love in His Heart, according to the Love of His Ways." - Wendy of the Way.
F. Harnessing the Magic of Crystals - Vivien Schapera. www.4windsacademy.org (Room 109)
Vivien has worked in private practice, as a Teacher and Energy Healer, since 1983. Born in Cape Town, South Africa,
Vivien moved to the USA in 1991. She obtained her degrees in Psychology at the University of Cape Town (M.A. 1984)
and completed her training in the Alexander Technique at the Constructive Teaching Center in London (Certified 1983.) In
addition to these academic pursuits, Vivien studied martial arts, achieving a 4th degree black belt in Taekwondo; with past
lives author, Brian Weiss, and with crystal author, Melody. As an accomplished practitioner, Vivien is also a teacher of
teachers: In 1993, Vivien and her husband, Neil, founded Alexander Technique of Cincinnati, a school for training
Alexander Teachers, and in 1999, Vivien founded FourWinds Academy for the Healing Arts & Sciences, a school for
training Healers.
G. Self Massage Techniques & Stretching for Pain Relief - Chantell Brooks -. Interactive.
www.healingtouchmassagelmt.com (Room 110)
2 p.m. Sat.
A. Demonstration of Mediumship - Rev. Marjorie Rivera Kain. www.revmarjorierivera.com (Rooms 103 -104)
In a very safe, friendly, and upbeat environment, an evidential medium connects to your loved ones in the Afterlife by
introducing facts and other significant information. Messages will be brought through for as many as possible during the
50 minute group (public) reading. Don’t miss out on your chance to hear from your loved ones on the other side.
Rev. Marjorie Rivera is a professional Psychic Medium who has been a full time reader since 2000. Rev. Marjorie Rivera
is Pittsburgh’s most prolific reader. She leads message circles, lectures, teaches, is a published writer, a magazine
columnist, a radio talk show co-host for years, sits on the Board of Directors for SITE NITE; founded and hosted in
Pittsburgh. Rev. Marjorie is a Lily Dale trained Medium. She holds her ministerial and metaphysician’s degree through
Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale NY. Rev. Marjorie Rivera is often recognized by her enthusiastic platform
demonstrations.
B. Native American Spirituality - Lewis Mehl-Madrona. www.mehlmadrona.com (Room 101)
We'll focus largely upon the Lakota with forays into neighboring tribes. I'll tell a creation story and some stories about the
sacred beings who preceded humans, especially the wakantankhan or sky spirits -- the sun, the moon, the stars, the
clouds, the light, the darkness, and the Thunderspirits. I'll tell the story of the white buffalo woman (wohpe) and we'll talk
about what it means to practice a nature-based spirituality, in which the sacred beings are plainly visible (the sun, the
moon, etc.). We will talk about Lakota ethics through the seven virtues and the seven sacred ceremonies. We will
consider strategies for non-Native people to relate to Native spirituality in a respectful manner.
Lewis comes from Lakota and Cherokee heritage and has studied Native American spirituality for most of his life. He
incorporates the concepts into his practice of medicine and has written widely about culture as medicine. His books on
these topics include Coyote Medicine, Coyote Healing, and Coyote Wisdom.
C. Awakening into Enlightenment - Mary Bannon. (2 Hours, $20). www.divineheartconnections.com (Room 106)
Mary is a Usui Reiki Master teacher, Kundalini Reiki Master Teacher, Integrated Energy Therapy Master Teacher,
Oneness Blessing Facilitator and uses Shamanism, Quantum Energy Technique and Crystal/Stone Therapy. She has
learned how to incorporate higher vibrating energies into the human body, animals, plants, and the land. Mary has also
created her own healing modality called Divine Heart Connections wherein she helps you to move through and heal past
lives, your personal lineage, and many other health issues.

Mary is the co-owner of a metaphysical store in Noblesville, Indiana where she and her husband teach numerous classes
on various topics. She also travels the United States teaching Divine Heart Connections as a two day weekend healing
workshop.
D. Interaction with Extraterrestrials - Jeff Becker, author of "Paths to Contact: True Stories from the Contact
Underground." www.pathstocontact.org (Room 102)
E. Twin Flames, Soul Mates & Partners - Cindy and Michael Fess. Learn the difference between twin flames, soul
mates, and more. www.getharmonynow.com, www.cindyandmichael.com (Room 109)
Are you frustrated because you feel your "true love," has not shown up yet? Do you want to know if the person you are
attracted to is "the One?" Join Cindy and Michael Fess as they clear up the mystery to finding your "twin flame," your
"other half."
In reading after reading, Cindy and Michael have encountered the same types of questions concerning matters of the
heart. The answers from Spirit, though the details vary, are basically the same. Cindy and Michael will differentiate
between twin flames, soul mates, and partners. They will help you understand how to be ready to meet your perfect love
mate. You will enjoy this fun and informative talk as they show you what love looks and feels like, and how to get it!
F. Silence Your Mind & Improve Your Health - Physiology not Psychology! - Athmo Bhandari. Learn 3 simple
exercises to silence your mind and reduce mind chatter. Based on the ancient science of Ayurveda.
beewellnow123@gmail.com (Room 105)
Do you have a constant mind chatter that seems endless and nothing seems to stop it? Do you have to take drugs, legal
or illegal, to see a little break from it? Does your health suffer from it? Do you feel stress like nothing seems to connect?
You are not alone? There is a solution if you are willing to make some changes that will not cost you much and give you a
sense of peace and calmness? Experience moments of chatter-less space where you feel one with the energy around
you.
The talk will address the above questions in great detail. You will learn some exercises for you to experience calmness
that you never thought was possible. If you wish to make this a part of your life going forward, you can achieve that as
well.
Athmo Bhandari is an Ayurvedic Practitioner of over 15 years and has successfully resolved many difficult hard health
related cases, that don’t have a straight solution in today’s medicine. He works with body structure alignment to the
charge, green food products, clean water and mind relaxation exercises that he has developed. With prior appointment he
will be available to consult at his booth in the expo.
G. Creating Conditions for Thriving! - Heidi Bright. www.thriversoup.com (Room 110)
Discover 3 key ingredients for thriving in every area of your life. Learn simple new ways to update your attitudes,
behaviors, and major life choices to assist with conquering dis-ease and feeling better, for anything from ALS to what to
do during retirement. This presentation includes a gentle guided visualization so you can discover your own clues for
experiencing more vibrant health.
In 2011, Heidi Bright was told to get her affairs in order. Yet against all odds, she has enjoyed radical remission for 7
years. Find out what she discovered that helped her turn the corner and thrive. Heidi earned the 2017 Champion in
Cancer Care Award and is the author of the best-selling book, Thriver Soup: A Feast for Living Consciously During the
Cancer Journey.
3 p.m. Sat.
A. How to Communicate with Loved Ones in Spirit! - Lisa Williams! Learn Mediumship from Lisa in this 3 Hour
Workshop! For all levels - beginners to advanced! $90. (Includes admission to Victory of Light Expo!)
For Tickets Click Here: https://victoryoflight.thundertix.com/events/124135 (Rooms 103 -104)
B. Spirit & Animal Guides: Who Are They & Why Are They With You? - Liz Madsen.
www.revlizmadsencnhprmt.vpweb.com (Room 101)
Rev. Liz Madsen, CNHP, RMT, is a Certified Natural Health Professional, Natural Health and Energy Consultant, Reiki
Master-Teacher, Animal Communicator / Pet Psychic and Paranormal Spirit Reader. She does Animal Communication,
Cards or Runes, Spirit Readings, Guide and Power Animal Readings, Pet Oracle Card Readings. Liz also does Natural

Health and Energy Work using Reiki, Quantum Touch, Qigong, and Jin Shin Jyutsu. She teaches Reiki, clears Chakras,
and has Gemstones for healing. Liz has been on Positive Perspectives Radio, Paranormal Radio and has lectured all over
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Michigan.
C. Tibetan Singing Bowls: Restorative Sound - Kathleen Calby. Relax and enjoy the benefits of sound. Learn more
about singing bowls. www.re-soundingjoy.com (Room 109)
Singing bowls can move our brain wave states from everyday list-making beta to deep relaxation delta states. Learn more
and experience a concert with gem infused crystal bowls and 300 year old Tibetan bowls.
D. Full Wings Ahead: Working With Your Angels - Christine Alexandria. http://AngelChatter.com/ (Room 102)
Christine Alexandria is a highly sought after angel intuitive and award winning author. Her exclusive products are
designed to help inspire and empower you to live the life you desire.
E. Co-Creating Our Future World with Thoth and Khnum, Ancient Egyptian Creator Gods - Normandi Ellis, author of
Awakening Osiris, etc. www.normandiellis.com (Room 105)
Normandi Ellis is an award-winning author of thirteen books, including the spiritual classic Awakening Osiris, which she
translated from hieroglyphs, as well as Dreams of Isis, Feasts of Light, and Imagining the World into Existence. She
currently leads trips to Egypt with Shamanic Journeys, Ltd. Her forthcoming books include a work on Medju Neter, the
power of raising consciousness through the study of hieroglyphs and a memoir about her studies in the Egyptian
mysteries. Normandi is an ordained Spiritualist Minister, a trained medium, and astrologer who offers private consultations
and tarot and astrology readings.
F. Courageous Abundance: Creating a Bold New Life – Leslie Fonteyne. http://lesliefonteyne.com (Room 110)
Leslie Fonteyne is an Intuitive and Clairvoyant Transformation catalyst, healer, teacher and coach. She works with clients
who want to clear the energetic blocks that prevent the fullest expression of outrageous abundance, soul essence truth
and life purpose. In her energy work, she includes the presence and wisdom of Ascended Masters, the Archangels, and
light beings to remove astral debris, cords, implants, entities and other interferences in a client’s energy bodies. The result
is explosive inner change. You can also hear her on her radio show Sheer Alchemy! on transformationtalkradio.com.
G. Learn How to Play the Native American Flute - Douglas Blue Feather. www.douglasbluefeather.com (Room 107108)
Learn the basic techniques to play the Native American flute. Flutes provided.
Douglas Blue Feather, whose ancestry includes American Indian, Iberian and European, is an internationally known
recording artist and performer of music featuring the Native American flute. Recognized as one of the most prolific and
accomplished flutists of today, he has released 17 CDs which have been heard on radio stations and TV music channels
worldwide including Pandora, Soundscapes, and NativeRadio.com.
As a multi-national award winner, the highlights of Doug's career include winning three Indian Summer Music Awards
including "Best Native American Flute" and "Best Instrumental,” four Native American Music Awards including “Flutist of
the Year” and “Best New Age CD,” and the Coalition Of Visionary Resources Music Award for “Best New Age CD.”
Douglas has received over 50 various music award nominations and was also featured on the Grammy nominated CD,
Faces of the Sun, by Peter Kater. Douglas has been a voting member of the Grammy's since 2007.
4 p.m. Sat.
A. Finding Resilience in Times of Trouble - Lewis Mehl-Madrona (with Barbara Mainguy, MA).
www.mehlmadrona.com (Room 102)
In these troubled time, to whom do we look for inspiration, for resilience, which is the capacity to bounce back like
sweetgrass when it's trounced, to keep going despite disappointment and lack of success, and to find the positive even
amidst difficulty. The mystic and poet Thomas Merton said to do what's right even when you're sure it won't work -- that's
resilience. We'll consider some stories of lesser known but powerfully resilient Native American people, including Zitkalasa, a Native American poet and playwright; Native American women warriors, including Pine Leaf, Running Eagle, Comes
Toward the Near Bank, Among the Willows, Moving Robe; the real Pocahantas; Saca-tzaw-meah, and more. We'll ask
how spirituality affects resilience, look at some of the research findings, and finish with an exercise for finding your own

hero or heroine of resilience.
Lewis comes from Lakota and Cherokee heritage and has studied Native American spirituality for most of his life. He
incorporates the concepts into his practice of medicine and has written widely about culture as medicine. His books on
these topics include Coyote Medicine, Coyote Healing, and Coyote Wisdom.
Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD, PhD is: Faculty Physician, Family Medicine Residency, Eastern Maine Medical Center,
Bangor; Associate Professor, Family Medicine, University of New England College of Osteopathic Medicine; Clinical
Assistant Professor, Psychiatry, University of Vermont College of Medicine; founder of Coyote Institute for Studies of
Change and Transformation, Orono, Maine.
B. Wicca: Spirituality & the Cycles of Nature - Robin Stapp & Francine Haydon. www.enchantedmomentsshop.com,
www.foresthouseofhealing.com (Room 101)
An exploration of the seasons, cycles and elements as they apply to our lives and spirituality through the Wheel of the
Year. Why Paganism and Wicca persist. What Wicca is - and isn't.
C. Saint Germain's Teachings on Death - Jane Halliwell-Green. www.janehalliwell.com (Room 105)
Jane, author of Art Speaks to Soul, is a trance medium working with the Ascended Master Saint Germain, Master Jesus,
Archangels and spirit guides. She is a trained shaman. Jane experienced the spiritual gift of clairaudience (hearing spirit)
at the early age of 6. Her psychic grandmother was her greatest teacher helping Jane to expand her abilities to see
clairvoyantly and to sense the presence of her guides and guardian angels. Jane teaches Spiritual Development classes
on –line. Through deep channeling and working with the Master Saint Germain, many lives are changed when they gain a
deeper understanding of their soul’s purpose.
D. Medical Intuition - John Michael Thornton. www.johnmichaelthornton.com (Room 110)
We are Spirit made flesh, our physical condition is very much a part of spiritual experience. Medical Intuition is a way of
looking at our physical ailments from a spiritual perspective and bringing healing and relief. Every pain is telling us
something. Medical Intuition can help us find out what our pain is saying.
John Michael Thornton is a psychic and medical intuitive and co-founder of the Great Conjunction Spiritual Center, with
over twenty years experience honing his natural abilities. Trained at the Natural Psychic School of Metaphysics to connect
directly with Spirit, he channels guidance on health, spirituality, relationships, and life paths. A vibrant teacher, he has
taught at the Association for Research and Enlightenment, Victory of Light, Lily Dale Assembly, and spiritual groups
across the Northeast.
E. Wands, Energy, & Self-Evolution - R A Moonhawk. www.facebook.com/Ra-Moonhawk-Wands-1680632328815265
(Room 107-108)
Use wands to elevate your energies and advance along your chosen path. Learn how wands can help you reach the next
level of mastery in your life. Lots of audience participation, all questions answered, presented by RA Moonhawk, Wizard
of Wands.
F. How Spirituality Helped Me Kick Cancer to the Curb - Felicia Weinstein. www.transitionshealingcenter.com (Room
106)
Felicia is an empath, psychic intuitive, energy healer, Reiki master/teacher and holistic wellness coach with over 20
years of experience. She uses her gifts and training to assist and empower her clients to maneuver gracefully along
their life paths.
She is honored to provide intuitive and past life readings and pass along messages from her clients’ Spirit Guides
and Angels, assisting her clients with clarity, peace and direction. Felicia is an advanced Master energy healer. The
modalities in which Felicia is trained include Reiki, vibrational techniques, aromatherapy and soul clearing.
G. Holistic Wellness - Sudhir Shah. Are you living a life of your dreams, of your choice? This session deals with the why
and how of living an empowered life. www.ombotanical.com (Room 109)
5 p.m. Sat.

A. Experience Reiki! - Patricia Garry & Reiki Masters. turquoizen@yahoo.com, www.patriciagarry.com (Room 101)
Reiki is a spiritual healing art of Japanese origin. The word Reiki comes from the Japanese word (Rei) which means
“Universal Life” and (Ki) which means “Energy”. Reiki is not affiliated with any particular religion or religious practice. It is
not massage nor is it based on belief or suggestion. It is a subtle and effective form of energy work using spiritually guided
life force energy.
Join Patricia Garry and other Reiki Masters and experience Reiki Healing for free!
B. Fundamentals of Electro- Magnetics for Health - Yasmine Ariel. www.QuantumPerformanceUSA.com (Room 106)
C. LIIFT Group Healing Session - Brian Eastman. www.liift.info (Room 110)
While LIIFT clients usually work one-on-one with a practitioner, in this session everyone will heal themselves while healing
as a group. LIIFT brings quick healing for abuse, grief, trauma, a troubled childhood, self-sabotaging life scripts and
dysfunctional families and relationships. The best way to understand how LIIFT quickly heals lives is for you to personally
experience a LIIFT healing. LIIFT founder Brian Eastman will introduce LIIFT's basic precepts. Then he and other LIIFT
practitioners will use those principles to generate LIIFT Healings for each participant. Attendees will experience their own
healings and support others as they heal.
D. Light Language Channeling - Akela Charlie Cox. https://www.facebook.com/charlie.cox.9081 (Room 105)
Akela will be channeling Light Language for members of the audience. Each person will get the Light Language that they
need. It may be a healing, clearing of blockages, enabling of spiritual abilities, or some other benefit.
Akela became a shaman in 2014 and has quickly learned from his guides how to perform shamanic healing, work with
energy, and work with spirits. He started channeling Light Language in 2015 and has been channeling it for people ever
since.
E. Embracing the Fall of the 3rd Dimension while Navigating 5th Dimensional Consciousness? - Shari Lynn.
www.cosmichealingdiscs.com (Room 102)

SUNDAY, APRIL 8
11 a.m. Sun.
A. Live Life On Purpose & Make That Purpose A Great One! - Joy Elaine. www.joyelaine.com (Room 101)
Receive invaluable tools and insights on how you can attract the most graceful, productive and prosperous life.
B. Tibetan Buddhist Healing Ceremony - Tibetan Monks of the GSL Monastery. (Suggested donation $10.)
www.gslmonastery.org (Room 110)
Gaden Samdrupling Buddhist Monastery, founded in 1999, is a community center for Buddhist study, practice, and
culture. It is a tiny corner of Tibet transplanted to the West Side of Cincinnati. Historically, a Tibetan town monastery
served as a hub of spiritual and communal activity. Community members drew religious and spiritual inspiration from the
monastery and provided material support for the monks, who focused their efforts on helping all sentient beings.
GSL Monastery continues this tradition by offering classes, meditation practice and special events for those in the
community who wish to learn about or study Tibetan Buddhism as a philosophy for life, a spiritual path or a religious
practice. Their teachers offer instruction handed down from Shakyamuni Buddha (“The Buddha”) and passed from
teacher to student in an unbroken lineage for over 2,500 years.
C. Detoxification 101 - A User's Manual for Humans - Debby Solomon. www.nurturedbymothernature.com (Room
102)
Learn how to address symptoms like Adrenal fatigue, GI issues, foggy thinking, dementia, sinus issues, high cholesterol,
skin rashes, cancer, etc. We will challenge you to re-think how your body functions. You will be inspired and empowered
with this workshop... no longer content to simply survive; instead you’ll want to truly thrive!

Taught by Debby Solomon; inspirational health coach, herbalist, aromatherapist, iridologist and spiritual minister. She will
masterfully guide you into a deeper understanding of your body.
D. Light Body Ascension Process: Karma Matrix Removal - Sarah Schweitzer. www.starlightconnection.com (Room
106)
Removing deep seated karmic monads, thought form matrix emotions, pictures of reality, etc. that no longer serve us in
the new 5D ascension model is the next step in the Light Body Ascension Process. Learn how!
Sarah has been a long-standing member of the Universal Holistic Healers Association and a long-standing licensed
minister with New Awareness Ministries International. She develops and teaches a variety of Psychic Development,
Spiritual Self-Empowerment Classes, Chakra and Energetic Healing Workshops and teaches those classes at local Adult
Community Education programs, private venues, and for group functions. Sarah is the author of: Your Guardian Angels,
Soul Identification and other Goodies, The Chakra Energy System, and The Aura. She has earned a Masters in Adult
Education and Curriculum Design and Instructional Development, a Doctorate in Metaphysics, and a Doctorate in Spiritual
Psychology & Counseling.
E. Going Inward - Stephanie Smith. www.myoraclepath.com (Room 105)
What does going inward really mean? We’ll talk about what happens when we view the world from an inward, still place
and how that will affect one’s overall well being and spiritual walk.
Stephanie Smith is a professional medium and energy practitioner in the Southern Ohio/Northern Kentucky areas. She is
a certified psychic medium, and an all-denominational minister and officiant. Stephanie offers personal and group
readings, energy and chakra work, soul retrieval, wedding ceremonies, vow renewal, spiritual counseling, and house and
land blessings and clearings.
Noon Sun.
A. Messages from Spirit! 2 Hours of Live Readings with Lisa Williams! $65 (includes admission to Victory of Light
Expo!) For Tickets Click Here: https://victoryoflight.thundertix.com/events/124135 (Rooms 103 -104)
B. Signs, Symbols & Synchronicity: The Language of Spirit - Joanne Franchina. www.yourinnercompass.com (Room
101)
Joanne Franchina is a life coach, medium, instructor, writer and the founder of Inner Compass, an intuitive life coaching
practice. An ordained minister and certified medium with Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale, New York, Joanne has led
workshops and seminars on meditation, mediumship development, creative manifestation and other metaphysical
disciplines. She has written for regional and national publications, been a featured guest on radio, and lectured at expos
and events throughout the country. Joanne helps people to create fabulous lives for themselves by using their inner
wisdom in everyday situations.
C. ABC's of Animal Communication - Jeanna Billings. www.shamansspirit.net (Room 102)
Jeanna R. Billings began her spiritual adventure with animals at the tender age of three. A life changing event confirmed
for her that animals are capable of intelligently sharing their thoughts, feelings, and emotions with humans. Following
training in animal behavior modification and temperament assessment, she developed an intuitive method of telepathically
communing with animals to aid in deepening the human/animal bond.
Whether finding a lost pet or speaking to an animal that has transitioned, Jeanna is always guided by her deep love and
respect for the animals she serves. She conducts Animal Communication workshops, relays messages between pets and
their people, and assists animals during their transition to the afterlife.
Following many years of shamanic study, Jeanna's ability to access messages from one's personal Totem Animal has
helped people internationally in gaining insight and under-standing of the gifts Animal Totems bring into their lives.
She is a Coptic minister, Master Reiki energy worker providing services in hospital and cancer care settings, currently
specializing in energy work for animals. She is a graduate of PetMassage Institute Massage/Waterworks courses, and
member of International Association of Animal Massage and Bodywork (IAAMB). She served 20 years as a volunteer and
on the board of directors for the Dubois County Humane Society and is currently Outreach Director for Gathering Thunder
Foundation.

D. Darkness: Cleanse & Protect Yourself from Hauntings & Attachments - Angie Clark. www.angiesmallhealer.com
(Room 105)
Angie has a vast amount of training and experience in multiple modalities. She completed the certified natural health
professionals program of Warsaw IN. She has earned certifications in Iridology, N.E.A.T, Emotional Release, Light Touch,
Reflexology, Bach Flower, Jin Shin Jytsu, and Kinesiology. Her Family Herbalist certification was achieved thru Dr.
Christopher's School of Natural Healing, and is currently working toward Master Herbalist. Angie has earned master level
Reiki practitioner through private study in traditional Reiki School. She has also achieved Master level Kundalini Reiki and
Imara Reiki, along with numerous training sessions in related energy work.
Angie has taken the principals of her many certifications and blended them into her own unique style of intuitive healing.
E. Exploring the Lunar Side: Awakening Intuition - Shaheen Miro. Explore the reactive, imaginative and intuitive side
of yourself. www.shaheenmiroinsights.com (Room 110)
Join author and intuitive reader, Shaheen Miro, to discuss his new book and oracle deck, The Lunar Nomad Oracle: 43
Cards to Unlock Your Creativity and Awaken Your Intuition.
st

With practice, intention and oracles we can counterbalance the hectic pace of 21 century living. As you explore the Lunar
Side you bridge the gap between your rational and intuitive mind to discover your inner wisdom and dream-space for
empowered living. Now more than ever we need to shine light into the dark places of our lives and heal the neglected and
forgotten parts of our own being. There is magic inside of you… you just need to remember it! With Q+A and Readings for
the Audience.
Shaheen Miro is an Intuitive Reader and Energy worker, working with people all over the world to help them reclaim their
power through Intuitive Guidance, Energy Work, Art, and Self-Expression. He links his clients to their inner wisdom and
magic through one-on-one sessions and empowered teachings. Always on the edge of two worlds, Shaheen invites you
into the dream circle, helping you cultivate your sacred space and tell your illuminated story.
F. Stones of the Divine Feminine: 11 Essential Crystals for Reclaiming Your Inner Goddess - Jean Tindle.
www.spiritdancercrystals.com (Room 106)
This workshop offers a new way to come to crystals for healing, connection and growth. Jean will discuss the 11 crystals
included in her new book. The stones that have offered themselves for this book invite you to go deeper into your
connection with the Earth. Among the stones appearing in the book are ruby, moonstone, lapis, opal and pearl. Join Jean
for a unique way to access the stones.
Jean Tindle is a teacher, healer and ceremonialist who has studied shamanic healing for over 18 years with teachers and
healers in South America and the U.S. She has also spent many months in the jungles of Peru studying with medicine
men of the Capanahua and Shipibo tribes and in Chile with the feminine tradition of the Mapuche. Through this study
came a deep understanding of the healing properties of crystals and minerals, as well as an appreciation of their beauty.
Jean teaches apprenticeships on Peruvian healing traditions, as well as workshops on crystal and sound healing.
G. The Metaphysical Powers of Trees & Wood Wisdom - Thomas Freese. www.ThomasLFreese.com (Room 107108)
H. Discover How the German BEMER Device Improves Your Health & Happiness - Frank Gillespie and Brian
Eastman. www.emfsprotect.com, www.LIIFT.info (Room 109)
Brian Eastman and Frank Gillespie will take you on a journey from when the German government realized it needed to
find a different approach to medical healing, to BEMER’s use in Europe for 17 years, to BEMER‘s recent easy availability
in the USA. They will introduce you to the science which BEMER uses to enable our bodies to function better and be
healthier without having to rely on the limited options of traditional medicine.
Frank Gillespie and Brian Eastman have both established careers as experts in Alt-Med options for better health on both
Physical and Emotional levels. They originally met because each has become convinced that the German BEMER device
offers a superb opportunity for people to gain a healthier life. They both offer free BEMER sessions to attendees of shows
such as Victory of Light. They have provided free BEMER experiences to over 1200 people who thus discovered how
much better they can feel after a BEMER experience.
1 p.m. Sun.

A. Opening Up to Channel: A Series of Exercises - Laura Moody. Learn to raise your frequency and open up to
channel for yourself and others with a series of meditations and exercises. (2 Hours, $20.) www.readingsbylaura.net
(Room 110)
Have you ever wanted to meet with your spirit guides? Do you want to know what they have to say? Have you ever
wanted to connect with an ascended master or an angel? In this workshop you will learn how to raise your frequency and
open up to channel for yourself and others. This workshop will teach you how to connect with a series of meditations and
exercises.
B. Crystal & Tibetan Bowls Meditation Concert - Ron Esposito. www.ronesposito.com (Room 109)
Ron will present a singing bowls meditation featuring nine crystal singing bowls and four Tibetan brass bowls with remarks
about breath, present moment awareness and sound as a transformational tool.
Ron’s music has been played on the nationally syndicated program “Echoes” (NPR), and the video for “Open Heart”
received a 2010 “Bronze Telly Award” for “Best On-line Video”. He has played the singing bowls for the past three years
as part of “World Sound Healing Day” founded by Jonathan Goldman. Compositions from Ron’s recordings have been
featured in the network and cable television shows “Hawaii 5-0” (CBS), “Nashville” (ABC), “Touch” (Fox), “Common Law”
(USA) and “Ray Donovan” (Showtime).
C. Living Life As A Priestess of Isis - Amy Auset Rohn. Discover the stories of Egypt that resonate in your heart and
learn how to tap into their innate wisdom. www.thegoddessinside.com (Room 101)
Amy Auset Rohn is a Priestess of Isis, harpist, spiritual coach, Reiki Master/Teacher and Oracle who leads others on a
journey back to themselves through the magic that is Egypt, the body and intuition.
D. Akashic Records & Discovering Your Soul's Purpose - Irina Grundler. www.PathToAwakening.net (Room 105)
E. Mudras (Hand Yoga) - Karen Morgan. Healing hand gestures to recharge and activate your body, mind and spirit.
www.TuneInWithMe.com (Room 102)
F. Anger Grief and Fear: Overcoming Our Sacred Challenges - Adrianna Lesniak. www.mysticconnections.com
(Room 107-108)
Adrianna is an experienced, accurate third generation psychic. Adrianna travels throughout the Midwest attending expos
and shows. She is a radio personality heard on the Second Saturday of the month (Adrianna's Mystic Connections 10am
EDT) on Body Mind Spirit Radio. www.bodymindspiritradio.com. Adrianna is a certified Sacred Triad Therapy Practitioner,
PMP, Intuitive Medium, Life Coach, Author and Reiki Practitioner.
G. Healing & Oneness Connection: Raising Consciousness & Healing - Chuck Reynolds. Experiential workshop on
raising consciousness and healing. www.attunementactivation.com (Room 106)
2 p.m. Sun.
A. Ask A Psychic - Victor Paruta. Mini-readings for the audience from the founder of Victory of Light.
www.victorparuta.com (Rooms 103 -104)
Victor Paruta is one of Cincinnati's most trusted psychic mediums. He is Founder and Executive Director of Victory Of
Lighto, one of the Midwest's largest Body, Mind and Spirit Expos, now in its 26th year. Victor was voted Cincinnati’s Best
Psychic by Cincinnati Magazine for his “mysteriously accurate and compelling readings.” He was featured on ABC's
Barbara Walters' "The View" as an expert on ghosts and hauntings, and in many newspapers, magazines and on radio
and television, including two episodes of "Beyond Belief" with George Noory on Gaia TV.
Victor’s psychic abilities include clairvoyance, mediumship (communicating with those in spirit), psychometry (reading
objects), reading photos, places and pets. He can also see past lives, spirit guides, angels and spirit attachments.
B. How Your Past Life Affects Your Current Life - with Past Life Regression - Consuelo Cassotti. (2 Hours,
Donation.) www.balancevolution.com (Room 106)
Using simple visualization and imagery techniques, attendees are taken back in time to past lives. They will meet their

spiritual guide or guardian angel, and travel to a lifetime in the future. Each person will have unique experiences. QHHT
was created by Dolores Cannon, pioneer of hypnosis, searching for past life and lost knowledge.
Consuelo, as an International Teacher and Intuitive Healer, is combining her unique intuitive skills with a variety of
methods during her classes and her sessions. She can help energy shift, and release emotional-trauma blocks from
present and past lives. She calls this session Karmic Releasing. She also does QHHT (Quantum Healing Hypnosis
Technique) sessions, using Dolores Cannon’s method.
Consuelo is also the author of the book, Hearing a Different Voice: Spiritual Intervention for Autistic Spectrum Disorder,
ADHD/ADD and Learning Disabilities” (2013) and Kriya Masters: Ascended Masters (2014).
C. Four Steps to Spiritual Harmony - C. B. Bjork. www.cbbjork.com (Room 101)
Remove doubt and negativity and open yourself to living life in greater peace and spiritual harmony.
CB Bjork is a psychic medium, author, paranormal investigator, tarot and akashic records reader and teacher of psychic
development.
D. The Magic of the Cannabis Plant - Laura Noble. www.ljseedco.com, www.cousinmaryjane.com (Room 102)
Industrial hemp has been made into something that it is not by U.S. drug policy. It is important for people to know and
understand all the products this plant provides as well as the fact that the hemp seed, ounce for ounce, is the most
nutrient dense food we can eat. As a nation we have been robbed of this outstanding agricultural commodity that
produces food, fiber, fuel and so much more.
E. Meditation & Prayer as One - Kimberly Thomas. www.kimberlysspiritualsessions.com (Room 105)
Rev. Kimberly Thomas, wife and mother of three sons, is the owner/operator of Kimberly Intuitive Spiritual Sessions, LLC.
Kimberly gained her certification as a psychic medium from Inner Compass Academy. Her passion is teaching, mentoring,
coaching and serving Spirit. She enjoys channeling Spirit in order to help others realize and embrace their own power.
Kimberly holds a bachelor's of science degree in Computer Science and Master's of Business Administration (MBA). Over
the years she has held leadership positions that include Music Minister, Sunday School teacher, Director of Engineering
and Support, Wedding Officiant. Kimberly has taught numerous topics ranging from Bible Studies, Computer Technology,
Piano, Tarot, Holistic Health methods, Intuition Development, Psychic Development, Power Prayer and Meditation.
F. Fundamentals of Electro- Magnetics for Health - Yasmine Ariel. www.QuantumPerformanceUSA.com (Room 109)
G. Silence Your Mind & Improve Your Health - Physiology not Psychology! - Athmo Bhandari.
beewellnow123@gmail.com (Room 107-108)
Learn 3 simple exercises to silence your mind and reduce mind chatter. Based on the ancient science of Ayurveda.
Do you have a constant mind chatter that seems endless and nothing seems to stop it? Do you have to take drugs, legal
or illegal, to see a little break from it? Does your health suffer from it? Do you feel stress like nothing seems to connect?
You are not alone! There is a solution if you are willing to make some changes that will not cost you much and give you a
sense of peace and calmness? Experience moments of chatter-less space where you feel one with the energy around
you.
Athmo Bhandari is an Ayurvedic Practitioner of over 15 years and has successfully resolved many difficult hard health
related cases, that don’t have a straight solution in today’s medicine. He works with body structure alignment to the
charge, green food products, clean water and mind relaxation exercises that he has developed. With prior appointment
he will be available to consult at his booth in the expo.
3 p.m. Sun.
A. Journey to the Other Side: Mediumship Demonstration - Chad Seibert. chadseibert@gmail.com (Rooms 103 104)
Join one of the area's most respected mediums for this inspiring lecture and demonstration of mediumship with messages
for the audience.

Chad has been developing his evidential style of mediumship for almost 15 years. He has been featured in the media and
has traveled widely to develop his abilities, including attending the Arthur Findlay College in England and training with
several top tutors. Chad is a certified medium with the USCL Church in Cincinnati, has taught at Lily Dale (New York) and
has been a guest instructor for Inner Compass and Four Winds Academy. He is passionate about the work of mediumship
and continues to pursue advanced training to unfold his abilities to be an instrument of peace for both sides of life.
B. Learn Animal Totem & Nature Communication - Nada Maibach. Messages and Q&A. www.nadachannel.com
(Room 101)
Nada Maibach is an ordained minister with the Church of Radiant Lights. She offers spiritual guidance through channeling
Ascended Masters. Nada has channeled throughout the United States and Canada to groups and individuals. Her
channeling journey began with Jeshua ben Joseph (Jesus) and Mother Mary and has expanded considerably throughout
the years to include the "Designated Dolphin" from Atlantis named Quixno, Thoth, Ramdala, St. Germain, Isis, Quan Yin,
Ashtar, Sananda and many others.
C. Hear the Music of Plants - Lisa Wozniak. www.frequenciesoflight33.com (Room 102)
Are you seeking to really experience a deep feeling of connection in your heart with the Earth Mother? Connecting
with the natural world from our heart center is now critical for humanity’s evolution to progress into the higher realms of
Spirit. Recognition and acknowledgement of Divine Essence within the Earth and all the Kingdoms she supports is
paramount given all of the natural world exists within each of us.
The Music of the Plants, designed following 30+ years of research in exploring the innate intelligence of plants, is a device
which converts the vibrational frequencies of plants directly into sound. This allows the plants to share their Divine
Essence in real time through ‘live’ sound transmissions that promotes deep heart healing filling you with a true sense of
peace. Get ready for a life changing experience with the Music of the Plants as your perception of plants and how you
interact with them and the natural world overall will never be the same.
This amazing shift in perception, anchored in the heart center, is a gift provided by the plants. As a result of this
experience, naturally your heart opens further to form deeper relationships with the Earth and all the Kingdoms (crystal,
animal, elementals, etc). Through reciprocal relationships with the natural world, ultimately you begin to recognize fully
your Divine Essence which connects you to all Life.
Following receipt of a Master’s Degree in Environmental Science and a successful professional career as a Marine
Environmental Consultant, Lisa resigned from the corporate world to fulfill her soul’s calling as a vibrational healer. As a
Light Resonant Channel, Lisa brings forth the highest frequency of the Divine through her own unique connection with
Source to heal trauma on the physical, mental and emotional levels. She works in a co-creative partnership with the Earth,
Elementals, Crystal and Animal Kingdoms. Lisa is certified in the PAHT technique and has successfully completed a 6
month dedicated and in depth crystal healing / resonance program. She performs light resonant healing sessions within a
charged crystalline grid. Most recently she was initiated by the Plant Kingdom and directed to work co-creatively with
plants to bring deeper heart healing through sound vibrations (music) that the plants themselves emit. This facilitates a
deep healing to restore humanity’s connection to the Earth Mother and all the kingdoms she supports.
D. Relating Astrology & Palmistry - Rev. Carroll Kinkade. carrollkinkade@yahoo.com (Room 110)
E. Benefits of CBD Oil - Maria Celeste Psychic Medium and Author. www.center4creativehealing.com (Room 105)
Come learn how CBD oil can enhance and improve your health from inflammation, Parkinson's, to shrinking cancerous
tumors and more.
F. Waking Up from the Matrix - Rev. Tracie Redden-Frick. traciefrick@ymail.com (Room 109)
In a world of constant programming from media, TV, music, religious doctrines etc...we have been conditioned and led
into a state of lethargy and obedience. In this lecture we will be discussing the ways that you can awaken from this state
and empower yourself to realize your full power and potential to apply it in your life.
Rev. Tracie Redden Frick is a 4th generational psychic medium. She has been able to communicate with the world of
spirit her entire life. She has studied at the Lily Dale Assembly, in Lily Dale NY. She is trained and certified in shamanic
Elder Fulthark runes, Numerology, Laugh Yoga and is a Reiki Master.

4 p.m. Sun.
A. A Trip to Avalon: Explore the Mystical Magick of this Legendary Yet Real Place - Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden.
www.vandeneynden.biz (Room 101)
Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden is a Spiritualist minister, clairvoyant medium, instructor, and author of metaphysical nonfiction
and fiction. She founded both the United Spiritualists of the Christ Light Church and her practice, Light Journey
Enterprises, in Cincinnati. Her nonfiction work focusing on mediumship and spirit communication, published by Llewellyn
Worldwide, has been translated into seven languages. She has studied, practiced, and taught metaphysics for over 25
years.
B. The Steps to Spiritual Healing - Wayne Holmes & Derek Dye. Spiritual healing and growth using illustrations and
stories. Audience participation. www.religiousrecovery.org (Room 102)
C. Divination & Ethics: Ethical Considerations for Readers - Elisheva Nesher. www.primitivehebrews.org (Room
105)
D. The Secrets and Magic of Palmistry and Numerology - Heidi E. Kent and Marsha G. Cook.
www.kentcookinstitute.com (Room 110)
A palm records and reveals your destiny and the progress you are making in this life. Numbers work on the present and
the future. Using the combination of these two mystic arts brings together the power of knowledge of the past, the present
and the future.
Heidi is currently the Co-Director of The Kent-Cook Institute at The Nook, accredited School of Metaphysics, Mysticism
and Spiritual Healing in Cornelius, North Carolina. She is a Master Palmist, Certified Psychic Medium, and a Spiritual
Counselor. Heidi studied widely with many Master Teachers and studied at Historic Camp Chesterfield. She has a
degree in Philosophy and History from the University of Miami and a Master of Arts Degree from John F. Kennedy
University in Orinda, California. Through the years, Heidi has taught and been certified as a Life Coach, Relationship
Coach and Certified Psychic Medium from Camp Chesterfield, Indiana. As a metaphysical teacher and advisor, she
creates miracles in people's lives through life and relationship coaching, as well as past life therapy.
Rev. Marsha is currently the Co-Director of The Kent-Cook Institute at The Nook. She is a Master Palmist, Certified
Psychic Medium, and a Spiritual Counselor. She is a Metaphysical Specialist, Spiritual Counselor and Author. Rev.
Marsha is a graduate of the Clayton College of Natural Health, having earned both a Bachelor of Science in Holistic
Nutrition and a Master of Science in Natural Health as well as The Alliance of Divine Love Healing Ministry, with a Doctor
of Divinity in Metaphysics and Spirituality. She has been a Certified Fitness Specialist and Instructor since 1984 as well as
a Certified Personal Trainer and Martial Artist.
5 p.m. Sun.
A. Discovery, Empowerment, Transformation - Gary Pekoe, PhD, Psychopharmacologist & Transformational Life
Coach. www.ailiewellness.com (Room 101)
B. Messages and Guidance from Maitreya, the Teacher for the Age of Aquarius - Mark Long, Share
International. www.Share-International.org (Room 102)
The future is upon us! Come hear the hopeful words of Maitreya, a great spiritual Teacher who is now living among us. By
following His wise guidance, humanity can rescue the starving millions and rebuild the world along more just and
sustainable lines.
Mark Long is a volunteer with Share International, a lifelong student of the Ageless Wisdom teachings, and someone who
practices Transmission Meditation.
C. Deepening Your Relationship with Your Higher Power: Five Ways to Love Others More Including an Ancient
Hawaiian Technique - Marilyn Kaiser. mrkaiser2011@hotmail.com (Room 105)
Are you tired of struggling to love yourself, others and your Higher Power? Do you want a life bursting with joy? Do you
want to change from feeling like you are skating through life with your skates on backwards to wanting to do handsprings
down the street?

Marilyn will teach you five techniques to love others more, how to pray so that you love yourself and your Higher Power
more, a simple technique you can use daily to connect with who you really are, an ancient Hawaiian process that can help
you become more compassionate to someone who has hurt or angered you, and, most importantly, how to embrace your
True Nature—a Divine Being having a human experience.
Marilyn has helped hundreds of clients as a Spiritual Director and Counselor for over sixteen years. She combines her
scientific and counseling skills with her profound knowledge of spirituality to help people see how their life circumstances
are just what they need to grow spiritually.

